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Abstract. We introduce the novel concept of a resolving decomposition
of a polynomial module as a combinatorial structure that allows for the
eﬀective construction of free resolutions. It provides a unifying framework
for recent results of the authors for diﬀerent types of bases.
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Introduction

The determination of free resolutions for polynomial modules is a fundamental task in computational commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. Free
resolutions are needed for derived functors like Ext and Tor and many important homological invariants like the projective dimension or the CastelnuovoMumford regularity are deﬁned via the minimal resolution. Furthermore, the
Betti numbers contain much geometric and topological information.
Unfortunately, it is rather expensive to compute a resolution. As a rough rule
of thumb one may say that computing a resolution of length  corresponds to
computing  Gröbner bases. In many cases one needs only partial information
about the resolution like the Betti numbers simply measuring its size. However,
all classical algorithms require to determine always a full resolution.
In [1] we provided a novel approach by combining the theory of Pommaret
bases and algebraic discrete Morse theory (together with an implementation in
the CoCoALib). It allows for the ﬁrst time to determine Betti numbers—even
individual ones—without computing a full resolution and thus is for most problems much faster than classical approaches (see [1,3] for detailed benchmarks).
Furthermore, it scales much better and can be easily parallelised.
Because of these good properties it is of great interest to generalise this approach to other situations. In [3], we extended it to Janet bases. While the proofs
remained essentially the same, the use of another involutive division required the
adaption of a number of technical points. Currently we are working on extensions
to some alternative bases which do not necessarily come from an involutive division but provide similar combinatorial decompositions. Again this would require
a number of minor modiﬁcations of the same proofs. In a diﬀerent line of work [2],
we introduced recently modules marked on quasi-stable submodules. Again one
obtains combinatorial decompositions based on multiplicative variables deﬁned
by the Pommaret division, but this time no term order is used. Nevertheless, we
could show that many results of [1] remain true.
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The main objective of the current paper is the development of an axiomatic
framework that uniﬁes all the above works. We introduce the novel concept of a
resolving decomposition which is deﬁned via several direct sum decompositions.
It implies in particular the existence of standard representations and normal
forms. We then show that such a decomposition allows for the explicit determination of a free resolution and of Betti numbers.
The point of such a uniﬁcation is not that it leads to any new algorithms.
Indeed, we will not present a general algorithm for the construction of resolving
decomposition. Instead one should see our results as a “meta-machinery” which
given any concept of a basis that induces a resolving decomposition delivers
automatically an eﬀective syzygy theory for this kind of basis. For the concrete
case of the resolving decompositions induced by Janet or Pommaret bases, an
implementation of this eﬀective theory is described (together with benchmarks)
in [1,3]. For other types of underlying bases only fairly trivial modiﬁcations of
this implementation would be required.

2

Resolving Decompositions

Let k bean algebraic closed ﬁeld and P = k[x] with x = (x0 , . . . , xn ). Let
m
Pdm =
i=1 P(−di )ei be a ﬁnitely generated free P-module with grading
d = (d1 , . . . , dm ) and free generators e1 , . . . , em . A module U ⊆ Pdm is called
(k)
ek with J (k) is a monomial ideal
monomial module if it is of the form ⊕m
k=1 J
in P. A module term (with index i) is a term of the form xμ ei . For a monomial
ideal J ⊆ P we deﬁne N (J) ⊆ T as the set ofterms in T not belonging to J.
m
For a monomial module U we deﬁne N (U ) = k=1 N (J (k) )ek . For an element
m
) as the set of module terms appearing in f with a
f ∈ Pd we deﬁne supp(f
non-zero coeﬃcient: f = xα ei ∈supp(f ) cα xα eiα . If B is a set of homogeneous
α
elements of degree s in Pdm , we write B for the k-vector space generated by B
in (Pdm )s . For a module U ⊆ Pdm we denote by pd(U ) the projective dimension
and by reg(U ) the (Castelnuovo-Mumford) regularity of U .
Let U ⊆ Pdm be a ﬁnitely generated graded submodule and B = {h1 , . . . , hs }
a ﬁnite homogeneous generating set of U . For every hi ∈ B we choose a term
xμi eki ∈ supp hi denoted by hm hi and call it head module term. In addition to
that we deﬁne the head module terms of B, hm(B) := {hm(h) | h ∈ B} and the
head module of U , hm(U ) = hm B. Note that hm(U ) depends on the choice of
B and on the choice of the head module terms in B.
Definition 1. We deﬁne a resolving decomposition of the submodule U as a
quadruple (B, hm(B), XB , ≺B ) with the following ﬁve properties:
(i) U = B.
(ii) Let h ∈ B be an arbitrary generator. Then, for every module term xμ ek ∈
/ hm(U ).
supp(h) \ {hm(h)}, we have xμ ek ∈
(iii) We assign a set of multiplicative variables XB (h) ⊆ x to every head module
term hm(h) with h ∈ B such that we have direct sum decompositions of both
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the head module
hm(U ) =



k[XB (h)] · hm(h)

(1)

h∈B

and of the module itself
U=



k[XB (h)] · h .

(2)

h∈B

(iv) (Pdm )r = Ur ⊕ N (hm(U ))r  for all r ≥ 0.
(v) Let {f1 , . . . , fs } denote the standard basis of the free module P s . Given an
arbitrary term xδ ∈ T and an arbitrary generator hα ∈ B, we ﬁnd for
every term x ei ∈ supp(xδ hα ) ∩ hm(U ) a unique hβ ∈ hm(B) such that


x ei = xδ hm(hβ ) with xδ ∈ k[XB (hβ )] by (iii). Then the term order ≺B

on P s must satisfy xδ fα B xδ fβ .
In the sequel, we will always assume that (B, hm(B), XB , ≺B ) is a resolving
decomposition of the ﬁnitely generated module U = B ⊆ Pdm . In addition to
the multiplicative variables, we deﬁne for h ∈ B the non-multiplicative variables
as X B (h) = {x0 , . . . , xn } \ XB (h).
Remark 1. Resolving decompositions may be considered as a reﬁnement of Stanley decompositions. Indeed, (1) gives us a Stanley decomposition of the head
module of U and (2) of U itself. Consequently, it is easy to compute the Hilbert
functions of hm(U ) and of U , respectively. Because of the identical structure
of the two decompositions, these two Hilbert functions are trivially the same
(which may be considered as a term order free version of Macaulay’s theorem in
the theory of Gröbner bases). In addition, (iii) gives us for every f ∈ U a unique
standard representation
s

Pα hα
f=
α=1

with Pα ∈ k[XB (hα )]. Condition (iv) implies the existence of unique normal
we ﬁnd
forms for all homogeneous elements f ∈ P m . Due to this
condition,
s
unique Pα ∈ k[XB (hα )] for every hα ∈ B such that f  = f − α=1 Pα hα and f  ∈
N (hm(U )) . Another important consequence of the deﬁnition of a resolving
decomposition is that (1) implies that every generators in B has a diﬀerent head
module term.
While for the purposes of this work the mere existence of normal forms is
suﬃcient, we note that (v) implies that they can be eﬀectively computed. The
choice of head terms and multiplicative variables in a resolving decomposition
induces a natural reduction relation. If f ∈ Pdm contains a term x ei ∈ hm (U ),
then there exists a unique generator h ∈ hm(B) such that x ei = xδ hm(h) with
B
xδ ∈ k[XB (h)] and we have a possible reduction f −→ f − cxδ h for a suitably
chosen coeﬃcient c ∈ k.
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Lemma 1. For any resolving decomposition (B, hm(B), XB , ≺B ) the transitive
B
B
closure −→∗ of −→ is Noetherian and conﬂuent.
Proof. It is suﬃcient to prove that for every term xγ ek in hm(U ), there is a
B
unique g ∈ Pdm such that xγ ek −→∗ g and g ∈ N (hm(U )).
γ
Since x ek ∈ hm(U ), there exists a unique xδ hα ∈ U such that xδ hm(hα ) =
B
xγ ek and xδ ∈ XB (hα ). Hence, xγ ek −→ xγ ek − cxδ hα for a suitably chosen
coeﬃcient c ∈ k. Denoting again the standard basis of P s by {f1 , . . . , fs }, we
associated the term xδ fα with this reduction step. If we could proceed inﬁnitely
with further reduction steps, then the reduction process would induce a sequence
of terms in P s containing an inﬁnite chain which, by condition (v) of Deﬁnition 1,
is strictly descending for ≺B . But this is impossible, since ≺B is a well-ordering.
B
Hence −→∗ is Noetherian. Conﬂuence is immediate by the uniqueness of the
element that is used at each reduction step.
Furthermore, every resolving decomposition (B, hm(B), XB , ≺B ) induces naturally a directed graph. Its vertices are given by the elements in B. If xj ∈ X B (h)
for some h ∈ B, then, by deﬁnition, B contains a unique generator h such that
xj hm h = xμ hm h with xμ ∈ k[XB (h )]. In this case we include a directed edge
from h to h . We call the thus deﬁned graph the B-graph.
Lemma 2. The B-graph of a resolving decomposition (B, hm(B), XB , ≺B ) is
always acyclic.
Proof. Assume the B-graph was cyclic. Then we ﬁnd generators hk1 , . . . , hkt ∈ B,
which are pairwise distinct, variables xi1 , . . . , xit such that xij ∈ X B (hm(hkj ))
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , t} and terms xμ1 , . . . , xμt such that xμj ∈ k[XB (hm(hkj ))] for
all j ∈ {1, . . . , t} satisfying:
xi1 hm(hk1 ) = xμ2 hm(hk2 ),
xi2 hm(hk2 ) = xμ3 hm(hk3 ),
..
.
xit hm(hkt ) = xμ1 hm(hk1 ).
Multiplying with some variables, we obtain the following chain of equations:
xi1 · · · xit hm(hk1 ) = xi2 · · · xit xμ2 hm(hk2 )
= xi3 · · · xit xμ2 xμ3 hm(hk3 )
..
.
= xit xμ2 · · · xμt hm(hkt )
= xμ1 · · · xμt hm(hk1 )
which implies that xi1 · · · xit = xμ1 · · · xμt . Furthermore, condition (v) of Deﬁnition 1 implies in P s the following chain:
xi1 · · · xit fk1

B

xi2 · · · xit xμ2 fk2

B

···

B

xμ1 · · · xμt fk1 .
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Because of xi1 · · · xit = xμ1 · · · xμt , we must have throughout equality entailing
that k1 = · · · = kt which contradicts our assumptions.
Example 1. Let ≺ be a term order on the free module Pdm , L a continuous
involutive division ([7, Deﬁnition 2.1]) and B a ﬁnite, L-involutively autoreduced
set ([7, Deﬁnition 5.8]) which is a strong L-involutive basis ([7, Deﬁnition 5.1]) of
the submodule U ⊆ Pdm it generates. Then B induces a resolving decomposition
of U with hm(B) = {lt(h1 ), . . . , lt(hs )}. The multiplicative variables XB are
assigned according to the involutive division L and we take as ≺B the Schreyer
order induced by B and ≺. Condition (i) of Deﬁnition 1 follows from [7, Corollary
5.5], condition (ii) is a consequence of the fact that B is involutively autoreduced
and condition (iii) follows from [7, Lemma 5.12]. According to [7, Proposition
5.13] every f ∈ Pdm possesses a unique normal form. In Remark 1 we have seen
that this is equivalent to the fourth condition in our deﬁnition. Finally, (v) is
satisﬁed because of [8, Lemma 5.5] and the existence of an L-ordering. Hence an
autoreduced involutive basis always induces a resolving decomposition.
Example 2. Another example for resolving decompositions are the marked modules introduced in [2]. Marked modules are only deﬁned for quasi-stable modules.
The construction of a marked basis is a bit diﬀerent from the usual construction of Gröbner bases. We start with a quasi-stable monomial module V ⊆ Pdm
which is generated by a monomial Pommaret basis H = {xμ1 ek1 , . . . xμs eks }.
Then we deﬁne a marked basis B = {h1 , . . . , hs } such that hm(hi ) = xμi eki
and supp(hi − xμi eki ) ⊆ N (V )deg(xμi eki )  . Furthermore it is required that
N (V )r induces a k-basis of (Pdm )r /Br for all degrees r, which implies that
(Pdm )r = Br ⊕ N (V )r  for all r. The multiplicative variables XB are assigned
according to the multiplicative variables of the Pommaret basis H (for a detailed
treatment see section two in [2]). We see immediately that the conditions (i), (ii)
and (iv) are satisﬁed. The ﬁrst part of condition (iii) follows from the fact that
H = hm(B) is a Pommaret basis and the second part follows from the uniqueness
of the reduction process [2, Lemma 5.1]. Finally, we take for ≺B the TOP lift of
the lexicographic order; condition (v) then follows from [2, Lemma 3.6].
Example 3. Even in the case of a monomial module, not every Stanley decomposition can be extended to a resolving decomposition. For m = 1, n = 4 and
the standard grading, we take as U the homogeneous maximal ideal in P. A
Stanley decomposition of U is then given by the set
B = {h1 = x0 , h2 = x1 , h3 = x2 , h4 = x3 , h5 = x4 , h6 = x0 x1 x3 , h7 = x0 x2 x3 ,
h8 = x0 x2 x4 , h9 = x1 x2 x4 , h10 = x1 x3 x4 , h11 = x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 }
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with multiplicative variables
XB (h1 ) = {x0 , x1 , x2 },
XB (h3 ) = {x2 , x3 , x4 },

XB (h2 ) = {x1 , x2 , x3 }
XB (h4 ) = {x0 , x3 , x4 }

XB (h5 ) = {x0 , x1 , x4 },
XB (h7 ) = {x0 , x2 , x3 , x4 },

XB (h6 ) = {x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 }
XB (h8 ) = {x0 , x1 , x2 , x4 }

XB (h9 ) = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 },
XB (h11 ) = {x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 } .

XB (h10 ) = {x0 , x1 , x3 , x4 }

It is not possible to ﬁnd a term order ≺B which makes this Stanley decomposition
to a resolving one, as the corresponding B-graph contains a cycle (note that here
obviously hm(hi ) = hi ):
x3 h1 = x0 h4 ,

3

x1 h4 = x3 h2 ,

x0 h2 = x1 h1 .

Syzygy Resolutions via Resolving Decompositions

Let Pdm0 be a graded free polynomial module with standard basis {e1 , . . . , em }
(0)

(0)

(0)
(0)
(d1 , . . . dm ).

and grading d0 =
Furthermore, let (B (0) , hm(B (0) ), XB(0) , ≺B(0) )
be a resolving decomposition of a ﬁnitely generated graded module U ⊆ Pdm0 with
B (0) = {h1 , . . . , hs1 }. Our ﬁrst goal is now to construct a resolving decomposition
of the syzygy module Syz(B (0) ) ⊆ P s1 which may be considered as a reﬁned
version of the well-known Schreyer theorem for Gröbner bases.
For every non-multiplicative variable xk of a generator hα , we have a standard
s1
(α;k)
representation xk hα = β=1
Pβ
hβ and thus a syzygy
Sα;k = xk e(1)
α −

s1

β=1

(α;k) (1)
eβ

Pβ

(3)

where {e1 , . . . , es1 } denotes the standard basis of the free module Pds11 with
grading d1 = (deg(h1 ), . . . , deg(hs )). Let B (1) be the set of all these syzygies.
(1)

(1)

s1
(1)
Sl el be an arbitrary syzygy of B (0) with coeﬃcients
Lemma 3. Let S = l=1
Sl ∈ P. Then Sl ∈ k[XB(0) (hl )] for all 1 ≤ l ≤ s1 if and only if S = 0.
s 1
(0)
Proof. If S ∈ Syz(B
= 0. Each f ∈ U can be uniquely written
s1 ), then l=1 Sl hl (0)
in the form f = l=1 Pl hl with hl ∈ B and Pl ∈ k[XB(0) (hl )]. In particular,
this holds for 0 ∈ U . Thus 0 = Sl ∈ k[XB(0) (hl )] for all l and hence S = 0.
For hα ∈ B (0) we denote the non-multiplicative variables by {xiα1 , . . . , xiαrα }
α
(1)
1
= ∪sj=1
{Sj;ij | 1 ≤ k ≤ ijrj }.
with iα
1 < · · · < irα . Thus B
k
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Theorem 1. For every syzygy Sα;iαk ∈ B (1) we set
hm(Sα;iαk ) = xiαk e(1)
α
and
XB(1) (Sα;iαk ) = {x0 , . . . xn } \ {xiα1 , . . . , xiαk−1 } .
Furthermore, we deﬁne ≺B(1) as the Schreyer order associated to B (0) and ≺B(0) .
Then the quadruple (B (1) , hm(B (1) ), XB(1) , ≺B(1) ) is a resolving decomposition of
the syzygy module Syz(B (0) ).
Proof. We ﬁrst show that (B (1) , hm(B (1) ), XB(1) , ≺B(1) ) is a resolving decomposition of B (1) . In a second step, we show that B (1)  = Syz(B (0) ).
The ﬁrst condition of Deﬁnition 1 is trivially satisﬁed. By construction it is
obvious to see that
hm(B (1) ) =

s1

i=1

(1)

X B(0) (hi )ei .

(4)

A term xμ el ∈ supp(Sα;k − xk eα ) must satisfy by (3) that xμ ∈ k[XB(0) (hl )]
(1)
and hence xμ el ∈
/ hm(B (1) ) which implies condition (ii). The ﬁrst part of
condition (iii) is again easy to see. It is obvious that
(1)

(1)

X B(0) (hα )e(1)
α =

rα

k=1

k[XB(1) (Sα,iαk )]xiαk e(1)
α .

If we combine this equation with (4) the ﬁrst part of the third condition follows.
The second part of this condition is a bit harder to prove. We take an arbitrary f ∈ B(1)  and construct a standard representation for this module element.
We construct this representation according to hm(B (1) ). We take the biggest
(1)
term xμ eα ∈ supp(f ) ∩ hm(B (1) ) with respect to the order ≺B(0) . There must
be a syzygy Sα;i , such that xi | xμ and xμ /xi ∈ k[XB(1) (Sα;i )]. We reduce f by
this element and get
xμ
f  = f − c Sα;i
xi
for a suitable constant c ∈ k such that the term xμ eα is no longer in the support
μ
(1)
of f  . Every term xλ eβ newly introduced by xxi Sα;i which also lies in hm(B (1) )
(1)

is strictly less than xμ eα according to condition (v) of Deﬁnition 1 and Eq. (3)
deﬁning the syzygies Sα;i . Now we repeat this procedure until we arrive at an
f  such that supp(f  ) ∩ hm (B (1) ) = ∅. It is clear that we reach such an f 
in a ﬁnite number of steps, since the terms during the reduction decrease with
(1)
respect to ≺B(0) which is a well-order. We know that now all x eα ∈ supp(f  )
have the property that x ∈ XB(0) (hα ). Therefore we get that f  = 0 due to
Lemma 3, which ﬁnishes the proof of this condition.
The above procedure provides us with an algorithm to compute arbitrary
normal forms and hence condition (iv) of Deﬁnition 1 follows immediately.
(1)
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(1)

For the last condition we note that now each head term xi eα is actually the
leading term of Sα;i with respect to the order ≺B(0) . Hence the corresponding
Schreyer order satisﬁes the last condition of Deﬁnition 1.
As with the usual Schreyer theorem, we can iterate this construction and
derive this way a free resolution of U . By contrast to the classical situation,
it is however now possible to make precise statements about the shape of the
resolution (even if we do not obtain explicit formulae for the diﬀerentials).
(k)

Theorem 2. Let β0,j be the number of generators h ∈ B (0) of degree j having
(k)

k multiplicative variables and set d = min {k | ∃j : β0,j > 0}. Then U possesses
a ﬁnite free resolution



P(−j)r1,j →
P(−j)r0,j → U → 0 (5)
0→
P(−j)rn+1−d,j → · · · →
of length n + 1 − d where the ranks of the free modules are given by
ri,j =

n+1−i
 
k=1


n + 1 − k (k)
β0,j−i .
i

Proof. According to Theorem 1, (B (1) , hm(B (1) ), XB(1) , ≺B(1) ) is a resolving
decomposition for the module Syz1 (U ). Applying the theorem again, we can
construct a resolving decomposition of the second syzygy module Syz2 (U ) and
so on. Recall that for every index 1 ≤ l ≤ m and for every non-multiplicative
variable xk ∈ X B(0) (hα(l) ) we have |X B(1) (Sl;k )| < |X B(0) (hα(l) )|.
If D is the minimal number of multiplicative variables for a head module
term in B (0) , then the minimal number of multiplicative variables for a head
term in B (1) is D + 1. This observation yields the length of the resolution (5).
Furthermore deg(Sk;i ) = deg(hk ) + 1, e. g. from the jth to the (j + 1)th module
the degree from the basis element to the corresponding syzygies grows by one.
The ranks of the modules follow from a rather straightforward combinatorial
(k)
calculation. Let βi,j denote the number of generators of degree j of the i-th
syzygy module Syzi (U ) with k multiplicative variables according to the head
module terms. By deﬁnition of the generators, we ﬁnd
(k)

βi,j =

k−1

t=1

(n+1−t)

βi−1,j−1

as each generator with less multiplicative variables and degree j −1 in the resolving decomposition of Syzi (B (0) ) contributes one generator with k multiplicative
(k)
(k)
variables. A lengthy induction allows us to express βi,j in terms of β0,j :
(k)

βi,j =


k−i 

k−l−1
t=1

i−1

(t)

β0,j−i .
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Now we are able to compute the ranks of the free modules via
ri,j =

n+1

k=1

(k)

βi,j =

n+1
k−i 

k=1 t=1


n+1−i
 n + 1 − k  (k)
k − t − 1 (t)
β0,j−i =
β0,j−i .
i−1
i
k=1

The last equality follows from a classical identity for binomial coeﬃcients.
Theorem 2 allows us to construct recursively resolving decompositions for
the higher syzygy modules. In the sequel, we denote the corresponding resolving
decomposition of the syzygy module Syzj (U ) by (B (j) , hm(B (j) ), XB(j) , ≺B(j) ). To
deﬁne an element of B (j) , we consider for each generator hα ∈ B (0) all ordered
integer sequences k = (k1 , . . . , kj ) with 0 ≤ k1 < · · · < kj ≤ n of length |k| = j
such that xki ∈ X B(0) (hα ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j. We denote for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j
by ki the sequence obtained by eliminating ki from k. Then the generator Sα;k
arises recursively from the standard representation of xkj Sα;kj according to the
resolving decomposition (B (j−1) , hm(B (j−1) ), XB(j−1) , ≺B(j−1) ):
xkj Sα;kj =

s1 

β=1

(α;k)

Pβ;l

Sβ;l .

(6)

l

The second sum is over all ordered integer sequences l of length j −1 such that for
all entries i the variables xi is non-multiplicative for the generator hβ ∈ B (0) .
Denoting the free generators of the free module which contains the jth syzygy
(j)
module by eα,l , such that α ∈ {1, . . . , s1 } and l is an ordered subset of X B(0) (hα )
of length j − 1 we get the following representation for Sα,k :
(j)

Sα;k = xkj eα;kj −

s1 

β=1

(α;k) (j)
eβ;l .

Pβ;l

l
(k)

Corollary 1. In the situation of Theorem 2, set d = min {k | ∃j : β0,j > 0} and
q = deg(B (0) ) = max{deg(h) | h ∈ B (0) }. Then we obtain the following bounds
for the projective dimension, the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity and the depth,
respectively, of the submodule U :
pd(U ) ≤ n + 1 − d ,

reg(U ) ≤ q ,

depth(U ) ≥ d .

Proof. The ﬁrst estimate follows immediately from the resolution (5) induced by
the resolving decomposition (B (0) , hm(B (0) ), XB(0) , ≺B(0) ) of U . The last estimate
is a simple consequence of the ﬁrst one and the graded form of the AuslanderBuchsbaum formula. Finally, the ith module of this resolution is obviously generated by elements of degree less than or equal to q + i. This observation implies
that U is q-regular and thus the second estimate.
Remark 2. The resolving decomposition (B (1) , hm(B (1) ), XB(1) , ≺B(1) ) constructed in Theorem 1 is always a Janet basis of the ﬁrst syzygy module with respect
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to the term order ≺B(0) . This is simply due to the fact that the choice of the multiplicative variables in the resolving decomposition of the syzygy module made
in Theorem 1 is actually inspired by what happens for the Janet division. Hence
in the special case that the resolving decomposition is induced by a Pommaret
or a Janet basis, it is easy to see that also the resolving decompositions of the
higher syzygy modules are actually induced by Pommaret or Janet bases for
a Schreyer order constructed as in Theorem 1. Since a Janet basis which only
consists of variables is simultaneously an involutive basis for the alex division
(see [5] for the deﬁnition), the same is true for resolving decompositions induced
by alex bases.
At this point, one can also see some advantages of our general framework.
Our previous results require that the used involutive division is of Schreyer type.
This assumption ensures that we obtain at each step again an L-involutive basis
for the syzygy module with respect to a Schreyer order. In our new approach,
we automatically obtain Janet basis, as we can choose the head terms and the
multiplicative variables as we like. Consequently, we can now use an involutive
basis B for an arbitrary involutive division L as starting point for the construction of a resolution, provided its L-graph is acyclic (which is always the case if L
is continuous). The construction will not necessarily lead to L-involutive bases
of the syzygy modules, but for most applications this fact is irrelevant.

4

An Explicit Formula for the Diﬀerential

As in Sect. 3 let Pdm0 be a graded free module with free generators e1 , . . . em and
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

grading d0 = (d1 , . . . dm ). We always work with a ﬁnitely generated graded
module U ∈ Pdm0 with a resolving decomposition (B (0) , hm(B (0) ), XB(0) , ≺B(0) )
where B (0) = {h1 , . . . , hs1 }.
First we give an alternative
description ofthe complex underlying the ress 1
n
Pw
olution (5). Let W =
α and V =
i=0 Pvi be two free P-modules
α=1
whose ranks are given by the size of the resolving decomposition (B (0) , hm(B (0) ),
XB(0) , ≺B(0) ) and by the number of variables in P, respectively. Then we set
Ci = W ⊗P Λi V where Λ• denotes the exterior product. A P-linear basis of Ci
is provided by the elements wα ⊗ vk where vk = vk1 ∧ · · · ∧ vki for an ordered
sequence k = (k1 , . . . , ki ) with 0 ≤ k1 < · · · < ki ≤ n. Then the free subcomplex
S• ⊂ C• generated by all elements wα ⊗ vk with k ⊆ X B(0) (hα ) corresponds to
(i+1)
(5) upon the identiﬁcation eα;k ↔ wα ⊗ vk . Let ki+1 ∈ X B0 (hα ) \ k, then the
diﬀerential comes from (6),
 (α;k,k )
dS (wα ⊗ vk,ki+1 ) = xki+1 wα ⊗ vk −
Pβ;l i+1 wβ ⊗ vl ,
β,l

and thus requires the explicit determination of all the higher syzygies (6).
In this section we present a method to directly compute the diﬀerential without computing higher syzygies. It is based on ideas of Sköldberg [9,10] and generalises the theory which we developed in [1,3] for the special case of a resolution
induced by a Pommaret or a Janet basis for a given term order.
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Definition 2. A graded polynomial module U has head linear syzygies, if it
possesses a ﬁnite presentation
0 −→ ker η −→ W =

s


η

Pwα −→ U −→ 0

(7)

α=1

with a ﬁnite generating set H = {h1 , . . . , ht } of ker η where one can choose for
each generator hα ∈ H a head module term hm(hα ) of the form xi wα .
Sköldberg’s construction begins with the following two-sided Koszul complex
(F, dF ) deﬁning a free resolution of U . Let V be a k-linear space with basis
{v0 , . . . , vn } (with n + 1 still the number of variables in P) and set Fj = P ⊗
Λj V ⊗ U which obviously yields a free P-module. Choosing a k-linear basis
{ma | a ∈ A} of U , a P-linear basis of Fj is given by the elements 1 ⊗ vk ⊗ ma
with ordered sequences k of length j. The diﬀerential is now deﬁned by
dF (1 ⊗ vk ⊗ ma ) =

j


(−1)i+1 xki ⊗ vki ⊗ ma − 1 ⊗ vki ⊗ xki ma .

(8)

i=1

Here it should be noted that the second term on the right hand side is not yet
expressed in the chosen k-linear basis of U . For notational simplicity, we will
drop in the sequel the tensor sign ⊗ and leading factors 1 when writing elements
of F• .
Sköldberg uses a specialisation of head linear terms. He requires that for a
given term order ≺ the leading module of ker η in the presentation (7) must be
generated by terms of the form xi wα . In this case he says that U has initially
linear syzygies. Our deﬁnition is term order free.
Under the assumption that the module U has initially linear syzygies via a
presentation (7), Sköldberg [10] constructs a Morse matching leading to a smaller
resolution (G, dG ). He calls the variables
crit (wα ) = {xj | xj wα ∈ lt ker η} ;
critical for the generator wα ; the remaining non-critical ones are contained in
the set ncrit (wα ). Then a k-linear basis of U is given by all elements xμ hα with
hα = η(wα ) and xμ ∈ k[ncrit (wα )].
According to [9] we deﬁne Gj ⊆ Fj as the free submodule generated by those
vertices vk hα where the ordered sequences k are of length j and such that every
entry ki is critical for wα . In particular W ∼
= G0 with an isomorphism induced
by wα → v∅ hα .
The description of the diﬀerential dG is based on reduction paths in the
associated Morse graph (for a detailed treatment of these notions, see [1,9] or [6])
and expresses the diﬀerential as a triple sum. If we assume that, after expanding
the right hand side of (8) in the chosen k-linear basis of U , the diﬀerential of
the complex F• can be expressed as

μ
Qk,α
dF (vk hα ) =
m,μ,γ vm (x hγ ) ,
m,μ,γ
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then dG is deﬁned by
dG (vk hα ) =

  
l,β m,μ,γ

p

μ
ρp Qk,α
m,μ,γ vm (x hγ )

(9)

where the ﬁrst sum ranges over all ordered sequences l which consists entirely of
critical indices for wβ . Moreover the second sum may be restricted to all values
such that a polynomial multiple of vm (xμ hγ ) eﬀectively appears in dF (vk hα )
and the third sum ranges over all reduction paths p going from vm (xμ hγ ) to
vl hβ . Finally ρp is the reduction associated with the reduction path p satisfying
ρp vm (xμ hγ ) = qp vl hβ
for some polynomial qp ∈ P.
It turns out that Sköldberg uses the term order ≺ only for distinguishing the
critical and non-critical variables. Therefore it is straightforward to see that his
construction also works for modules which have head linear syzygies. We simply
replace the deﬁnition of critical and non-critical variables. We deﬁne
crit (wα ) = {xj | xj wα ∈ hm(H)} ,
where H is chosen as in Deﬁnition 2. Again the remaining variables are contained
in the set ncrit(wα ).
In the sequel we will show that for a ﬁnitely generated graded module U with
resolving decomposition (B (0) , hm(B (0) ), XB(0) , ≺B(0) ) the resolution constructed
by Sköldberg’s method is isomorphic to the resolution which is induced by the
resolving decomposition if we choose the head linear syzygies properly. Firstly
we obtain the following trivial assertion.
Lemma 4. If the graded submodule U ⊆ Pds10 possesses a resolving decomposition (B (0) , hm(B (0) ), XB(0) , ≺B(0) ), then it has head linear syzygies. More precisely, we can set crit(wα ) = X B(0) (hα ), i.e. the critical variables of the generator wα are the non-multiplicative variables of hα = η(wα ).
The lemmata which we subsequently cite from [1] are formulated for a Pommaret basis, which is an involutive basis. Nevertheless we can apply them directly
in our setting, if not stated otherwise, because their proofs remain applicable for
resolving decompositions. The reason for this is that they only need the existence
of unique standard representations and the division of variables into multiplicative and non-multiplicative ones. Some of the proofs in [1] explicitly use the class
of a generator in B (0) , a notion arising in the context of Pommaret bases. When
working with resolving decompositions, one has to replace it by the maximal
index of a multiplicative variable.
The reduction paths can be divided into elementary ones of length two. There
are essentially three types of reductions paths [1, Sect. 4]. The elementary reductions of type 0 are not of interest [1, Lemma 4.5]. All other elementary reductions
paths are of the form
vk (xμ hα ) −→ vk∪i (

xμ
hα ) −→ vl (xν hβ ) .
xi
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Here k ∪ i is the ordered sequence which arises when i is inserted into k; likewise
k \ i stands for the removal of an index i ∈ k.
Type 1: Here l = (k ∪ i)\j, xν = xxi and β = α. Note that i = j is allowed.
We deﬁne (i; k) = (−1)|{j∈k|j>i}| . Then the corresponding reduction is
μ

ρ(vk xμ hα ) = (i; k ∪ i)(j; k ∪ i)xj v(k∪i)\j

xμ
hα .
xi

Type 2: Now l = (k ∪ i) \ j and xν hβ appears in the involutive standard
xμ x
representation of xi j hα with the coeﬃcient λj,i,α,μ,ν,β ∈ k. In this case, by
construction of the Morse matching, we have i = j. The reduction is
ρ(vk xμ hα ) = −(i; k ∪ i)(j; k ∪ i)λj,i,α,μ,ν,β v(k∪i)\j (xν hβ ) .
These reductions follow from the diﬀerential (8): The summands appearing there
are either of the form xki vki ma or of the form vki (xki ma ). For each of these summands, we have a directed edge in the Morse graph ΓFA• . Thus for an elementary
reduction path
vk (xμ hα ) −→ vk∪i

xμ
hα −→ vl (xν hβ ) ,
xi

the second edge can originate from summands of either form. For the ﬁrst form
we then have an elementary reduction path of type 1 and for the second form
we have type 2.
To show that the resolution induced by a resolving decomposition is isomorphic to the resolution constructed via Sköldberg’s method we need a classical
theorem concerning the uniqueness of free resolutions.
Theorem 3. [4, Theorem 1.6] Let U be a ﬁnitely generated graded Pdm -module.
If F is the graded minimal free resolution of U and G an arbitrary graded free
resolution of U , then G is isomorphic to the direct sum of F and a trivial complex.
Assume that we have two graded free resolutions F, G of the same module U
with the same shape (which means that the homogeneous components of the free
modules in the two resolutions have always the same dimensions: dim (Fi )j =
dim (Gi )j ). Then Theorem 3 implies that the two resolutions are isomorphic.
For the next theorem, we note the following important observation. The bases
of the free modules in the resolution G of Sköldberg are given by the generators
vk hα with k ⊆ X B(0) (hα ).
Theorem 4. Let F be the graded free resolution which is induced by the resolving decomposition (B (0) , hm(B (0) ), XB(0) , ≺B(0) ) and G the graded free resolution
which is constructed by the method of Sköldberg when the head linear syzygies are
chosen such that crit(hα ) = X B(0) (hα ) for every hα ∈ B (0) . Then the resolutions
F and G are isomorphic.
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Proof. According to the observation made above, it is obvious that the two
resolutions F and G have the same shape. Together with Theorem 3, the claim
follows then immediately.
For completeness, we repeat some simple results from [1]. They will show us,
that the diﬀerentials of both resolutions are very similar. In fact we show for the
resolution constructed via Sköldberg’s method, that we can ﬁnd head module
terms in the higher syzygies which are equal to the head module terms of the
resolving decompositions of the higher syzygies of the induced free resolution.
Lemma 5. [1, Lemma 4.3] For a non-multiplicative index1 i ∈ crit (hα ) let
s 1
(α;i)
xi hα = β=1
Pβ hβ be the standard representation. Then we have dG (vi hα ) =
s1
(α;i)
xi v∅ hα − β=1 Pβ v∅ hβ .
The next result states that if one starts at a vertex vi (xμ hα ) with certain
properties and follows through all possible reduction paths in the graph, one
will never get to a point where one must calculate an involutive standard representation. If there are no critical (i. e. non-multiplicative) variables present at
the starting point, then this will not change throughout any reduction path. In
order to generalise this lemma to higher homological degrees, one must simply
replace the conditions i ∈ ncrit (hα ) and j ∈ ncrit (hβ ) by ordered sequences k, l
with k ⊆ ncrit (hα ) and l ⊆ ncrit (hβ ).
Lemma 6. [1, Lemma 4.4] Assume that i ∪ supp(μ) ⊆ ncrit (hα ). Then for any
reduction path p = vi (xμ hα ) → · · · → vj (xν hβ ) we have j ∈ ncrit (hβ ). In
particular, in this situation there is no reduction path p = vi (xμ hα ) → · · · →
vk hβ with k ∈ crit (hβ ).
The next corollary asserts that we can choose in Sköldberg’s resolution head
module terms in such a way that there is a one-to-one correspondence to the head
terms of the syzygies contained in the free resolution induced by the resolving
decomposition. This corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.
Corollary 2. Let (k1 , . . . , kj ) = k ⊆ crit hα , then
xkl vk\kl hα ∈ supp(dG (vk hα )).
In [1,3] we show a method to eﬀectively compute graded Betti numbers
via the induced free resolution of Janet and Pommaret bases and the method
of Sköldberg. We show that we can compute the graded Betti numbers with
computing only the constant part of the resolution. With this method it is also
possible to compute only a single Betti number without compute the complete
constant part of the free resolution. The reason for that is that Sköldberg’s
formula allows to compute a diﬀerential in the free resolution independently of
the rest of the free resolution. Furthermore the theorem about the induced free
resolution gives us a formula to compute the ranks of these resolution. These
methods are also applicable for an arbitrary resolving decomposition due to the
fact that we proved Theorem 2 and the form of the diﬀerential (9).
1

For notational simplicity, we will identify sets X of variables with sets of the corresponding indices and thus simply write i ∈ X instead of xi ∈ X.
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